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Unit 1 

Word Part Definition 

accountable adj. 
he or she is responsible for the effects of his 

or her actions 

loneliness n. 
the unhappiness that is felt by someone if 

they do not have any friends 

subject v. 
to cause or force someone or something to 

experience something harmful or unpleasant 

agenda n a plan or goal that guides someone’s behavior  

target v. to aim an attack at someone or something 

correlate v. to have a close connection to something 

depression n 
a medical condition that makes a person very 

unhappy  

digital adj. it is characterized by computer technology 

importance n. 
the quality or state of being important, 

valuable, or significant 

keyboard n. 

buttons marked with letters and numbers that 

are pressed to put information into a 

computer 

addictive adj. it is hard to stop doing 

validate v. 
to make someone feel that his or her ideas 

and feelings are respected 

platform n. 
something that allows someone to tell a large 

number of people about an idea, product, etc. 

poor adj. it is not as good as it could or should be 

presence n. 
when someone or something is present in a 

particular place 

coin v. to create a new word or phrase  

surge n. a sudden, large increase in something 

survey n. a set of questions  

media n. 
the different ways of entertaining and giving 

information to the public 

trend n. a general tendency 
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carbon n. a chemical element 

object v. 
to feel or say that you oppose or disapprove of 

something 

dust n. dry particles of earth or sand 

ton n. 
a unit for measuring weight equal to 2000 

pounds or 907.2 kilograms 

enable v. to make it possible for something to happen 

grind v. 
to break something into small pieces or 

powder 

skeptic n. 
a person who disagrees with particular claims 

that are generally thought to be true 

heal v. to become healthy or well again 

integrate v. 
to make something a part of another larger 

thing 

leading adj. it is the most advanced or best 

moreover adv. 
used to introduce information that adds to or 

supports what has previously been said. 

reject v. 
to refuse to accept, believe in, or agree with 

something 

powder n. a dry substance in the form of very small grains 

prompt v. to cause someone to do something 

emit v. to send out gas, heat, light, sound, etc. 

pollutant n. 
a substance that makes the air or water not 

safe for use 

substance n. a particular type of solid, liquid, or gas 

substantially adv. it changes a lot 

carbon dioxide n. 
a gas made from one carbon atom and two 

oxygen atoms 

transport n. 
the system or method of carrying passengers 

or goods  
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align v. 
to support a political group, country, or 

person that you agree with 

Catholic adj. 
person is one that is connected with the 

Roman Catholic Church 

parish n. 
the area for which a priest in some Christian 

churches is responsible 

barn n. a large farm building  

betray v. to be disloyal to someone who trusts you 

Bible n. the book of sacred writing in the Christian religion  

authority n. someone who has the power  

cooperate v. 
to work with someone to achieve something 

that you both want 

detain v. to prevent someone from leaving a place 

rail n. a system of tracks on which trains travel 

exceptional adj. outstanding 

flee v. 
to leave somewhere very quickly in order to 

escape from danger 

outrage v. to make someone feel very angry  

patrol n. 

a group of people or vehicles that go through 

an area to make sure that it is 

free of trouble or danger 

passage n. a narrow space that people can move through 

pastor n. a minister in charge of a parish or church 

exit n. a way to get out of a place 

raid v. to attack a place in a short time 

network n. 

a group of people or organizations that are in 

some way connected to 

each other 

tunnel n. an underground passage  
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comfortable adj. feel relaxed 

tool n. 
a piece of equipment or a skill that is useful 

for doing your job 

hold v. to have a particular degree 

encouragement n. 
something that makes someone more 

determined, hopeful 

endorse v. to express formal support  

equal adj. 
the same in size, number, amount, or value 

as something else 

power n. the ability to influence people  

field n. a subject that people study  

workplace n. the room or building where you work 

guidance n. 

help and advice that is given to someone 

about their work, education, or 

personal life 

education n. 

the process of teaching and learning, usually 

at a school, college, or 

university 

inclusion n. 
the act of including someone or something in 

a larger group or set 

inspire v. to encourage someone  

mere adj. how small or unimportant something or someone is  

position n. a rank or role 

foster v. 
to help a skill, feeling, or idea develop over a 

period of time 

responsibility n. a task or duty 

soar v. to increase quickly to a high level 

face v. to deal with something in a direct way 

vocal adj. he or she expresses a strong opinion publicly 
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academic adj. it relates to schools and education 

traditional adj. it is based on old-fashioned ideas 

array n. a large group or number of things 

unlike prep. 
completely different from a particular person 

or thing 

reflection n. 
an image that is seen in a mirror or other 

shiny surface 

café n. 
a small restaurant where you can buy drinks 

and simple meals 

canvas n. a thick piece of cloth  

class n. 
the way people in society are divided into 

different social and economic groups 

rule n. 
an official instruction that says how things 

must be done or what is allowed 

key adj. it is extremely important 

movement n. a series of organized activities 

distinctive adj. 
special quality, character, or appearance that 

is different and easy to recognize 

realistic adj. it is shown as it is in real life 

acceptance n. 
when people agree that an idea, statement, 

explanation, etc. 

cinema n. a building in which films are shown 

stroke n. a single movement of a pen  

sunlight n. the natural light that comes from the sun 

blur v. to make something unclear  

practice n. something that is done often or regularly 

width n. 
the distance from one side of something to 

the other side 
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anthem n. a formal or religious song 

wound v 
to injure someone or something by cutting or 

breaking the skin 

determination n. 
what you have when you try to do something 

even when it is difficult 

victory n. 
a situation in which you win a battle, game, 

election, or dispute 

pray v 
to speak to God in order to ask for help or to 

give thanks 

joint adj. 
it is done by or involves two or more people 

or groups 

landing n. 
when you return to the ground or another 

surface after a flight or a boat ride 

mark v. to celebrate an important event  

mobilize v. to prepare an army to fight in a war 

nation n. 
a large area of land that is controlled by its 

own government. 

originally adv. when something first happened or began 

fighting n. 
physical conflict between people or groups 

in a war, in the street, etc. 

prisoner n. 
someone who is taken by force and kept 

somewhere 

outbreak n. a sudden start  

silence n. the complete absence of sound or noise 

thus adv. as a result of something that was just mentioned 

tribute n. 
something that you say, do, or give in order 

to express respect for someone 

beyond prep. 
used to say that one thing is more than 

another 

wild adv. without control 

sacrifice v a formal custom that people do regularly 
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reason n. 
a statement or fact that explains why 

something is the way it is 

native adj. it refers to the place someone was born and raised  

cease v. 
to stop doing something or to stop 

something happening 

hit v. 
to affect someone or something in a harmful 

or dangerous way 

danger n. 
the possibility that someone or something 

will be harmed, destroyed, or killed 

devastating adj. it causes great harm 

diversity n. 
the quality or state of having many different 

forms, types, ideas, etc. 

earthquake n. 
a sudden shaking of a part of the Earth’s 

surface that often causes a lot of damage 

endangered adj. very rare  

extinction n. 
when a particular animal, plant, type of 

person, custom, skill, etc. stops existing 

forever adv. for all future time 

generally adv. in most cases 

genocide n. the deliberate murder of a whole group or race of people  

case n. an example of a particular situation  

lose v. 
to have something that is important or 

necessary taken from you or destroyed. 

attempt n. an act of trying to do something 

percent n. 
an amount that is equal to one one-

hundredth of something 

assimilate v. to adopt the ways of a new culture 

reference n. the act of referring to something or someone 

urban adj. it is related to towns and cities 
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burn v. to use something as a source of energy 

starch n. 

a substance that provides your body with 

energy and is found in foods such as 

wheat, potatoes, and rice 

management n. 
the act or process of controlling and dealing 

with something 

coconut n. a large brown fruit 

known adj. 
it is something that people are aware of or 

have discovered 

fat n. an oily solid or liquid substance in food 

gain v. to gradually get more and more of a quality, feeling, etc.  

glucose n. a natural form of sugar  

high adj. it is greater than usual in amount, number, or degree 

keep v. to stay in a particular state 

liver n. 
a large organ in the body that produces bile 

and cleans blood 

low adj. it is smaller than usual in amount 

check v. 
to ask someone whether something is 

correct, true, or allowed 

metabolic adj. it relates to the chemical  

oil n. thick liquid made from plants or some animals 

olive n. a small egg-shaped black or green fruit 

performance n. how well someone or something functions 

powerful adj. it has a strong effect 

epilepsy n. 

a medical condition that affects the brain and 

can make someone become 

unconscious  

summary n. 
a short statement that contains the main 

information about something 
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analytic adj. it is related to logic and reasoning 

sociology n. 
the study of human society, its 

organizations, and problems 

radioactive adj. then it lets out, or is related to, radiation 

psychology n. 
 the study of how the brain affects our 

thought and actions 

collision n. 
the act of two things hitting into each 

another 

keen adj. 
student could have solved that math 

problem 

competent adj. they are able to think or act successfully 

diploma n. 
a certificate proving that someone has 

completed their studies 

excel v. 
a subject or activity means to be very good 

at it 

geology n. 
the study of the Earth’s natural structures 

and how they change 

intellect n. 
a person’s ability to understand things 

easily 

job n. the work you do to earn money 

cognitive adj. it is related to learning and knowing things 

minimum adj. the smallest amount 

area n. a reasonably large place 

integral adj. an important part of the whole 

relativity n. 
a set of ideas about time and space 

developed by Albert Einstein 

bachelor n. an unmarried man 

theoretical adj. based on theory rather than experience 

weak adj. not strong and healthy 
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transaction n. an act of buying or selling something 

administrator n. 
a person who controls a business, company, 

or organization 

retail n. 
the activity of selling goods to the public, 

often for personal use 

automate v. to have machines or computers do the work 

bribe v. 
to illegally persuade them for a favor with 

money 

rubbish n. trash or waste 

merchandise n. goods ready to be purchased or sold 

corrupt adj. they break the law for money or fame 

dispose v. something means to get rid of it 

headquarters n. 
a building where the bosses of a company 

work 

incentive n. what makes a person want to do something 

infrastructure n. 
a collection of services needed to run a 

society or business 

legislate v. to make laws 

manipulate v. to skillfully or unfairly control or affect it 

audit v. 
to inspect financial records from a person or 

business 

subsidy n. 
money given by the government to 

companies to assist them 

revenue n. the income made by a company 

affluent adj. wealthy 

legitimate adj. then it is acceptable according to the law 

violate n. a law, rule, or agreement means to break it 
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assess v. 
to judge the structure, purpose, or quality of 

it 

synthetic adj. then it is made to be like something natural 

commence v. to begin it 

publicity n. 
public attention given to someone or 

something by the media 

subsequent adj. then it comes after something else in time 

extract v. to remove it 

fabulous adj. extremely good 

haste n. speed in movement or action 

inhibit v. you stop it from developing 

latter adj. 
describes something last in a series or the 

second choice of two things 

molecule n. 
the smallest basic unit that makes up a 

physical substance 

ongoing adj. then it is still happening or still growing 

precise adj. exact and careful about their work 

proximity n. closeness in time, space, or relationships 

astonish v. to greatly surprise them 

remedy n. a cure for a disease, argument, or problem 

significance n. the quality that makes it important 

impulse n. a sudden thoughtless urge to do something 

essence n. 
its important qualities or basic 

characteristics 

terminal adj. then it causes or results in death 
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spontaneous adj. not planned 

partiality n. a tendency to prefer one thing to another 

notorious adj. it is well known because of something bad 

boost n. to increase or improve it 

inevitable adj. certain to happen or cannot be avoided. 

clap v. 
to hit one’s hands together to express 

pleasure or get attention 

classical adj. more formal and serious than popular music 

creation n. something original that is made 

dominance n. 
a person is their state of being more 

powerful than others 

gorgeous adj. very pleasing and attractive 

biography n. 
an account of someone’s life that is written 

by someone else 

legacy n. 
an effect that exists because of a person or 

thing in the past 

masterpiece n. 
a very good painting, novel, movie, or other 

work of art 

multiple adj. many of them 

narrate v. to write about it or read it aloud 

aggression n. behavior that is mean or violent to others 

overall adv. the whole thing is considered 

acute adj. very severe and intense 

compel v. to force them to do it 

virtue n. a good quality or way of behaving 
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Word Part Definition 

aspect n. one part or feature of something 

undertake v. to take on the responsibility of doing it 

assignment n. task that is given to you to do 

tie v. 
two things together, you fasten them with 

rope, string, etc. 

optic adj. it relates to the eyes or light 

coordinate v. to make different parts work together 

specify v. to describe something clearly 

rack n. an object with shelves that holds things 

humanitarian adj. it is connected to helping people’s lives 

hypothesis n. 
an idea about something that has not been 

proved yet 

informative adj. it provides a lot of information 

disprove v. to show that it is not true 

premise n. an idea on which something is based 

Renaissance n. 
a period between the 14th and 17th 

centuries 

spatial adj. it relates to the position and size of things 

awareness n. knowledge or perception  

bud n. 
a part of a plant that turns into a flower or a 

leaf 

asset n. a skill or quality that is useful or valuable 

credit n. money available for a client to borrow 

wax n. 
a substance that is slightly shiny and melts 

when heated 
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addict n. a person who cannot stop doing something 

proponent n. a person who supports an idea or a plan 

courtyard n. 
an outdoor area that is surrounded by the 

walls of a building 

brainstorm v. to have a lot of ideas about a certain topic 

budget n. 
the amount of money available to spend on 

something 

restrict v. to limit it and prevent it from getting bigger 

archeology n. 
the study of ancient people through their 

artifacts 

cite v. 
to mention it as an example or as proof of 

something 

correspond v. to match or to be similar to something 

archeological adj. it relates to archeology 

estate n. 
a large area of land owned by a family or 

organization 

fraud n. 
the crime of gaining money by lying or by 

tricking people 

hydrogen n. a gas that has no taste, color, or smell 

integrity n. honesty and good morals 

outlook n. 
a person’s opinion or way of thinking about 

something 

parachute n. 
a device that helps people and things fall to 

the ground safely 

chaotic adj. crazy, confused, and hectic 

refine v. to make it better by making changes 

prehistoric adj. from a time before written history 

team n. a group of people who work closely together 
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metabolism n. 
the way chemical processes in their body 

use energy 

equivalent n. 
an amount or value that is the same as 

another amount or value 

circuit n. 
a piece of an electronic device that allows 

electricity to flow 

complement v. to make them better 

phase n. 
a stage in a process or the gradual 

development of something 

database n. a collection of data  

antibiotic n. 
a medical drug used to kill bacteria and treat 

infections 

immune adj. they cannot be affected by it 

input n. information that is put into a computer 

intimate adj. the two things are very closely connected 

magnet n. a piece of iron or other material  

compress v. 
to press or squeeze it so that it takes up less 

space 

microchip n. a small device in a computer that holds information  

ratio n. 
a relationship between two things expressed 

in numbers or amounts 

pinch v. 
to take a piece of skin between one’s fingers 

and squeeze 

prevalent adj. common 

quantum n. it relates to the behavior of atomic particles 

aggregate adj. 
it is made up of smaller amounts added 

together 

spiral n. 
a shape which winds round and round as if 

around a cylinder 

viral adj. 
it is a disease or infection that is caused by 

a virus 
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Word Part Definition 

diabetes n. 

a medical condition in which a person’s 

body cannot control the level of 

sugar in their blood 

deceptive adj. it encourages one to believe something that is false 

framework n. 
a set of rules or ideas that people use to 

solve problems 

administrative adj. 
describes anything related to managing a 

company or organization 

nectar n. a sweet liquid produced by flowers  

coalition n. 
a group of people or organizations working 

for a common purpose 

acid n. a chemical that can burn or dissolve other substances  

biotechnology n. 
the use of living parts, such as cells, in 

industry and technology 

straightforward adj. it is easy to understand 

erosion n. the destruction of rock  

administration n. 
the group of people who manage a company 

or organization 

explicit adj. it is very clear, open, and truthful 

minimize v. 
to reduce something to the lowest possible 

level 

manufacture v. to make it in a factory 

mechanism n. a part of a machine that performs a certain function  

ethics n. moral beliefs or rules about right or wrong 

eliminate v. to completely remove it 

notion n. an idea or belief about something 

regime n. a system of government or management 

cholesterol n. 
a substance in fat, tissues, and blood of all 

animals 
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bankrupt adj. then they are unable to pay their debts 

mend v. to fix it when it is broken or damaged 

employ v. to give work to them 

lease v. to rent property 

extension n. 
a part added to something to give it more 

time or space 

mortgage n. 
a loan for property, especially a home or a 

business 

furnish v. to put furniture in a house or room 

hygiene n. 
the conditions or methods needed for health 

and cleanliness 

hygienic adj. clean and unlikely to cause disease 

utility n. 
a business that supplies services such as 

water or electricity 

conform v. to rules or laws is to obey them 

mandatory adj. it is required by law 

forthcoming adj. then it is about to happen in the future 

quote n. 
what someone has said, including saying 

how much a piece of work will cost 

personnel n. employees in a business 

plumbing n. 
the system of pipes used in a home to 

supply water 

landlord n. a man who rents property to a person 

tenant n. a person who rents property from a landlord 

expel v. to force them to leave a place 

whereby adv. by which or through which 
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adapt v. 
to change in order to deal with a new 

situation 

minimal adj. very small 

therapy n. 
treatment for a particular physical or mental 

illness or condition 

dynamic adj. lively and have creative ideas 

fantasy n. 
a pleasant situation that people think about 

but is unlikely to happen 

biological adj. describes the process of life and living things 

sequence n. 
a number of events or things that come one 

after another 

internal adj. 
it exists or happens inside a person, object, 

or place 

heredity n. 
the process of passing on features from 

parents to children 

surgeon n. a doctor who is trained to do surgery 

prescribe v. to tell someone to take it 

respective adj. 
they relate separately to each person just 

mentioned 

rigid adj. they cannot be changed 

transition n. 
a process where there is a change from one 

form to another 

similar adj. almost the same 

substitute v. 
something or someone means to have them 

take the place of another 

pioneer n. a person who is the first to discover  

transfer v. to move it from one place to another 

cellular adj. it relates to the cells of animals or plants 

transplant n. 
an operation in which a damaged part of 

one’s body is replaced 
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stranded adj. they are prevented from leaving a place 

revolve v. to keep it as the main feature or focus 

deviate v. to move away from your proper course 

multitude n. a very large number of them 

improvise v. 
to do it with whatever is available or without 

planning 

disrupt v. 
something or someone is to prevent them 

from working 

equation n. 
a math operation to determine the value of 

something 

err v. to make a mistake 

nuisance n. 
a person or thing that is annoying or causes 

a lot of problems 

frantic adj. 
they behave in a wild way because they are 

frightened 

inadvertent adj. 
it is done without realizing what you are 

doing 

differentiate v. to show the difference between them 

latitude n. place is its distance from the equator 

mariner n. a sailor 

couple n. made of two things that go together 

permanence n. something is its ability to last forever 

astrology n. 
the study of the stars in the belief that they 

influence people’s lives 

soothe v. to calm someone who is angry or upset 

erroneous adj. it is incorrect or only partly correct 

technique n. a way of doing something 
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absurd adj. ridiculous 

aristocracy n. 
the highest class of people in certain 

societies 

hierarchy n. 
a system of things or people ranked one 

above the other 

attire n. nice or special clothing 

craze n. a brief and popular activity or object 

aristocrat n. 
a person who is of the highest class in 

certain societies 

vanity n. excessive pride  

enlarge v. to make it bigger 

style n. the way you do things 

feminine adj. 
then it has qualities that are commonly 

related to women 

strap n. 
a thin long piece of fabric used to fasten, 

carry, or hold something 

pad n. 
thick piece of soft material used to protect or 

clean things 

predominant adj. then it is the most important, common, or strongest 

protocol n. 
a system of rules and customs that guides 

how things are done 

reputable adj. then they have a good reputation 

signify v. to be a symbol of something 

excess n. 
an amount of something that is more than 

needed or wanted 

denote v. to make known 

tangle n. something or many things twisted together 

partner n. 
someone who lives or works with you as an 

equal 
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Word Part Definition 

ashore adv. it goes from the water to the land 

surplus n. an extra amount of something 

counterpart n. 
something that is very similar to something 

else in what it does 

devoid adj. devoid of a thing, they are missing it 

verify v. to find out if something is true 

publicize v. to make something get a lot of attention 

embryo n. 
a human or animal that is still growing 

inside its mother 

gazette n. a newspaper 

homogeneous adj. 
it is made up of things which are all the 

same 

individual n. a single member of a group 

major adj. a very important event 

obstruct v. to get in its way 

plunge v. to move down into something very quickly 

prolong v. to make something last for a longer time 

finally adv. at the end of a series of events 

theorize v. to develop ideas about something 

survive v. 
it manages to continue to live in spite of 

difficult circumstances 

diverge v. 
to become different or to follow a different 

direction 

contradict v. 
to state the opposite of what someone else 

has said 

vigorous adj. they use a lot of energy 
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Word Part Definition 

altar n. a table used in churches 

dusk n. 
the time in the evening when it begins to get 

dark 

botany n. the study of plants 

interpret v. to find its meaning 

deceased adj. dead 

psychic adj. 
they know what will happen or what people 

think 

document n. 
a written text, usually not in the form of a 

book 

arthritis n. 
an illness causing pain and swelling in a 

person’s joints 

dung n. solid waste material produced by animals 

credible adj. they can be believed or trusted 

strife n. 
disagreement or fighting between people or 

groups 

hone v. to improve it and make it very good 

deception n. the act of lying or tricking someone 

pneumonia n. 
a dangerous illness causing the lungs to fill 

with liquid 

scope n. 
something is how many people or things it 

relates to 

psychotic adj. they have a very serious mental illness 

gratify v. to please them 

sinister adj. they are evil 

motive n. your reason for doing something 

text n. language used in communicating messages 
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Word Part Definition 

artery n. 
a tube that takes blood from the heart to the 

rest of the body 

mainstream n. 
what is considered normal and accepted by 

most people 

deterioration n. the act of becoming worse 

pest n. an animal or insect that hurts plants or food 

ensure v. to make sure it happens 

magnify v. to make it look bigger than it really is 

inseparable adj. they can’t be separated 

invalid adj. not correct 

negligible adj. it is extremely small and not important 

elusive adj. they are hard to find 

induce v. to make it happen 

savage adj. very violent or cruel 

paralysis n. 
the loss of the ability to move all or part of 

your body 

minor adj. a very small and unimportant problem 

stun v. 
to make them unable to speak due to 

surprise or shock 

pursuit n. you are chasing it 

rupture v. to tear or burst open 

prevail v. to be accepted or very common 

microbe n. a very small living thing  

susceptible adj. easily harmed by it 
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advocate v. 
a plan or idea is to support or suggest it in 

public 

disclose v. to tell it to someone else 

civilian n. someone who is not in the military 

albeit conj. although 

marshal v. to assemble them in order 

communicate v. to talk or write to them 

authorize v. to give permission for it 

envious adj. 
they want something that another person 

has 

dynamics n. 
a situation are the way that parts of it affect 

each other 

senate n. a part of the government in some countries 

commodity n. something that can be bought or sold 

festive adj. 
it is happy and related to a party or 

celebration 

indicate v. we show or point out our thoughts or plans 

lentil n. very small beans that people cook and eat 

prophecy n. 
a prediction about what will happen in the 

future 

morale n. 
the amount of hope that people have during 

a difficult situation 

mood n. the way you are feeling 

enroll v. 
to put one’s name on a list as a member of a 

group 

conquest n. 
an event by which one country takes over 

another country 

unrest n. 
a state of anger about something among the 

people in a place 
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certify v. to confirm that its results are true 

onset n. something unpleasant is the beginning of it 

smallpox n. 
a disease that causes tiny bumps on the 

skin and high fevers 

pledge v. to make a promise to do something 

compile v. to collect a variety of them into a group 

curb v. to prevent it from happening or increasing 

vow v. to make a promise to do something 

enact v. to make it into a law 

federation n. 
a group of states or businesses working for 

a common cause 

gross adj. disgusting 

diagnose v. to identify the medical condition they have 

transmit v. 
to pass it from one person or place to 

another 

coherent adj. sticking together 

humane adj. good and kind 

prohibit v. to not allow it 

render v. to make it become something else 

needy adj. very poor 

transform v. to change it in a very significant way 

collaborate v. to work together on something 

widespread adj. spread widely across the world 
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adhere v. 
to act in the way that a rule or agreement 

says is right 

reverse v. to go backwards 

practitioner n. a doctor 

contaminate v. to put dirty or harmful chemicals into it 

deficiency n. 
a lack of something, especially something 

that is needed 

viable adj. 
it is capable of doing what it is intended to 

do 

epidemic n. 
an outbreak of a disease that spreads 

quickly 

hazard n. 
something that could be dangerous to a 

person’s health or safety 

imperative adj. extremely important and must be done 

compassionate adj. feel pity and sympathy for others 

manifest v. to make something visible or obvious 

overcrowded adj. it has too many people or things in it 

administer v. 
to take responsibility for organizing 

something 

voluntary adj. it is done by choice but is not required 

replenish v. to make it full or complete again 

emphasis n. you give special attention to prevention 

sterile adj. completely clean and free from germs 

upgrade v. to improve it or make it more efficient 

provision n. the act of giving it to people in need or want 

intestines n. 
tubes through which food passes after it 

leaves the stomach 
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outmoded adj. then it is no longer in fashion or use 

invoke v. 
to mention it to support an argument or ask 

for help 

advent n. 
the arrival or beginning of an important 

person, thing, or event 

cycle n. 
a series of events that go in a circle from the 

end back to the beginning again 

definitive adj. the most official 

equate v. 
to compare them and consider them very 

similar 

Almighty n. a name for a god in a religion 

found v. to base it on that idea 

psychiatric adj. 
then it is related to mental illness or its 

treatment 

airway n. 
the passage by which air reaches a person’s 

lungs 

lunar adj. it is related to the moon 

novelty n. something that is new, original, or strange 

session n. 
a meeting at a regular time in order to 

discuss and solve an issue 

personalize v. to design it to meet a person’s unique needs 

ideology n. a system of belief 

psychiatry n. the study and treatment of mental illness 

reflex n. 
an unconscious action in which a body part 

responds to an event 

seizure n. 
a sudden condition in which the body loses 

control and shakes 

inhale v. to take air or a smell into the lungs 

utensil n. a common tool or container 
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omission n. something that has been left out or not done 

appetizing adj. looks and smells very good 

assign v. you give that work to particular people 

generate v. to cause it to develop or begin 

clockwise adv. 
it moves in a circle in the same direction as 

a clock 

cavity n. a hole or space in something 

wavy adj. not straight 

courtesy n. the excellence of manners or social conduct 

structure n. 
the shape and organization of the parts of a 

building or group 

discord n. disagreement or fighting 

allocate v. 
to put it aside for a certain purpose or 

person 

item n. a single separate piece 

interchange n. 
ideas between people is a discussion of 

each person’s idea 

multicultural adj. many different cultures 

crisp adj. 
it is hard or has a hard surface in a way that 

is pleasant 

oversee v. to make sure that it is being done properly 

visual adj. relates to seeing 

select v. to carefully choose it 

pierce v. to make a hole in it using a sharp object 

concentric adj. they have the same center 
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patent n. 
a right to be the only person allowed to 

make or sell a new product 

fume n. unhealthy smoke and gases  

synthesis n. a combination of different ideas or styles 

defer v. 
to arrange for an action to happen at a later 

time 

export v. to sell them to other countries 

conversion n. 
the act of changing something into a 

different state or form 

habitual adj. it is a behavior that a person usually does  

justify v. to show or prove that it is necessary 

notwithstanding prep.  in spite of 

output n. 
the amount of something that a person or 

thing produces 

overpopulation n. 
the state of having too many people in an 

area 

subscribe v. to agree with it 

penalize v. to punish him or her 

subsist v. 
to have the food, water, and money needed 

to stay alive 

region n. 
a large area of land usually based on some 

common feature 

scrap n. a small amount of it 

sector n. 
a part of a country’s economy in a specific 

type of industry 

petroleum n. 
a liquid natural resource from which many 

fuels are made 

cram v. 
to put them into a place that can barely 

contain them 

suspend v. 
to delay or stop it from happening for a 

while 
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metropolitan adj. it relates to a large city 

resourceful adj. having inner resources 

communal adj. a group of people 

fluid adj. it is smooth and moves gracefully 

harmonize v. to make different things go well together 

industrious adj. they work hard 

sensory adj. it is related to the senses 

Mandarin n. one of the two main Chinese languages 

villain n. 
an evil person who breaks the law or hurts 

others 

mimic v. 
to copy the way it sounds, moves, looks, 

etc. 

misguided adj. it is based on bad judgment or wrong beliefs 

rehearse v. 
to practice and prepare for a performance in 

front of people 

acrobat n. 
a person who entertains people by doing 

amazing physical things 

scorn v. to behave without respect toward them 

advocacy n. 
the act of supporting or recommending 

something 

statute n. 
a law that is official and has been written 

down 

technical adj. skill requires good control of technique 

veteran n. 
someone who has a lot of experience doing 

something 

inventive adj. they are good at creating new things 

vine n. 
a plant that has long, twisting stems and 

climbs upward 

 


